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Abstract

Ž .The ultrafast relaxation of p-nitroaniline PNA in water and acetonitrile is studied experimentally and theoretically.
Ž .Transient absorption spectra are measured by the pump–supercontinuum probe technique PSCP after 50 fs excitation at

Ž .400 nm. The relaxation includes several stages with distinct time scales: solvation, intramolecular charge transfer CT ,
internal conversion and cooling. The spectral evolution before 100 fs reflects mainly solvation with dynamic Stokes shift of
3500 cmy1 in acetonitrile and 4000 cmy1 in water. CT and internal conversion are governed by twisting of the –NO group2

and proceed in water with 120 and 250 fs, respectively. A hot ground state upon internal conversion is characterized by an
initial temperature of 1400 K. The subsequent solute–solvent energy transfer is characterized by exponential behavior
between 1 and 3 ps and by a nonexponential decay at longer delays, the solute cooling time lies in the range 0.85–1.3 ps.
q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ž .Para-nitroaniline PNA is one of the simplest
w xorganic molecules with strong solvatochromic 1–3

w xand nonlinear optical properties 4–7 . For decades
these and other photochemical features of PNA have

wbeen the subject of extensive experimental 1–4,8–
x w x10 and theoretical 1,5–7,11–14 investigations. The

following view emerges from these studies. The
ground state of PNA has a dipole moment m f6 Dg
Ž w x. Uin dioxane 15 . Upon pp photo-excitation, elec-
tron transfer from –NH to –NO increases the2 2

dipole moment up to m f14 D in the excited statee
w x8,15 . This photo-induced charge transfer is the
reason for a pronounced solvatochromic red shift of

) Corresponding author. Fax: q49-30-20932365

the absorption band, by 5300 cmy1, when going
from nonpolar cyclohexane to highly polar dimethyl-

w xsulfoxide 2 . Fluorescence from PNA has never
been observed under normal conditions but could be

w xmeasured at low temperatures in polar solvents 3 .
This suggests very fast thermally activated processes
in the excited electronic state such as intersystem
crossing or internal conversion.

w xKeiding et al. 10 have recently undertaken a
sub-picosecond transient absorption study of PNA in
water and dioxane. They found that the excited-state

Ž .relaxation is extremely fast -0.3 ps and domi-
nated by internal conversion in both solvents. How-
ever, this estimate was obtained at the limit of the

Ž .experimental time resolution 0.3 ps . Thus to expose
the earliest evolution, new experiments with better
time resolution are needed.

0009-2614r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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In this Letter, we report preliminary results about
the photophysics of PNA. Transient absorption spec-
tra in acetonitrile and water have been measured by

Ž .the pump–supercontinuum probe PSCP technique
w x16,17 in a range 300–700 nm with 30 fs resolution,
allowing observation of the complete spectral evolu-
tion. We observe for the first time transient stimu-
lated emission from PNA. Early spectral changes
reflect solvation and intramolecular rearrangements
in the solute which are followed by internal conver-
sion and cooling. Our interpretation of the spectral

Ž .changes is guided by semiempirical SAM1 calcula-
tions of PNA in solution with variable twisting and
wagging angles of the –NO and –NH groups.2 2

Results from this modeling are in excellent agree-
ment with the experiment. In particular, our calcula-
tions predict the key role of –NO twisting in intra-2

Ž .molecular charge transfer CT and for initiating
internal conversion.

We also examine the cooling of hot solute
molecules by the solvent as is reflected in the tran-
sient spectra. There have already been a number of
experimental and theoretical studies in this field
w x18–22 . Our results show that the energy transfer
from highly polar PNA to polar surrounding pro-
ceeds with a characteristic time of 1 ps that is much
faster than in the case of nonpolar or weakly polar
solutes.

2. Experimental

The optical scheme for the pump–supercon-
tinuum probe experiment has been described in de-

w xtail elsewhere 16 . Basic pulses of 40 fs, 100 mJ, at
1 kHz repetition rate, centred at 800 nm, are derived
from a standard Ti:Sa oscillator–amplifier system
w x23 . After frequency doubling with a 0.2 mm BBO
crystal, the pulses are split in two parts. The first is
used as a pump with an energy of 1 mJ and a spot

Žsize of 200 mm on the sample. The second 10–12
.mJ is focused into a 2 mm calcium fluoride plate to

generate a supercontinuum probe which is used in
the spectral range 295–709 nm. The pump and probe
beam are synchronously chopped at 30 and 60 Hz,
respectively, every second probe pulse being used

Ž .for base line measurements without pumping . The
probe beam has a diameter of 100 mm on the sample

and intersects the pump beam at 68. The sample net
thickness is 0.2 mm and the fused silica windows are
0.16 mm thick. The optical density of PNA solution
is 0.6 at the absorption maximum which corresponds
to a concentration of 2=10y3 molrl. The solution
is flown out of the interaction region after each laser
shot. After interaction with the sample, the supercon-
tinuum is dispersed by a polychromator and regis-

Ž .tered on a photodiode array 512 pixels with a
spectral resolution of 1.5 nm. A part of the probe is
split off before interaction and is dispersed and
registered separately for reference. Typically 200
shots are averaged to give the wavelength dependent

Ž .differential optical density DOD t, l at every time
step of 3.33 fs for a short scan of 1 ps, or at every
step of 20 fs for a long scan of 12 ps.

Stationary absorption spectra were measured with
Ža Shimadzu spectrophotometer. PNA with melting

.point at 1488C was used without further purifica-
tion. All measurements were performed at 228C.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Steady-state absorption spectra

Stationary absorption spectra of PNA in four sol-
vents – cyclohexane, acetonitrile, water and
dimethylsulfoxide – are shown in Fig. 1. When
comparing cyclohexane to acetonitrile solutions, one

Fig. 1. Stationary absorption spectra of PNA in cyclohexane,
acetonitrile, water and dimethylsulfoxide. Their spectral widths G

Ž . y1FWHM in cm in the same order: 4930, 4850, 6270 and 4130.
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observes a red shift of the absorption band by 3500
y1 w xcm which is ascribed to solvation effects 2,24 .

Ž .At the same time the width G of the band FWHM
changes from 4930 to 4850 cmy1, i.e. it decreases
by going from a nonpolar to highly polar solvent.
This trend is confirmed for dimethylsulfoxide in
which Gs4140 cmy1. Although water with Gs

y1 Ž6300 cm is out of this trend due to extra-broad-
.ening from hydrogen bonding we consider the ob-

served behavior – an increase of the band shift with
decrease of the width – to be characteristic for PNA.
This dependence is unusual and poses a question
concerning the nature of spectral broadening in PNA.

3.2. Transient spectra

Transient absorption spectra measured in aceto-
nitrile and water are shown in Fig. 2a,b and in

Fig. 2c,d, respectively. Positive induced optical den-
sity DOD corresponds to excited-state absorption
Ž .ESA while negative signal indicates bleach or stim-

Ž .ulated emission SE . The bleach band is peaked
close to the pump wavelength near 400 nm, ESA is
pronounced in the spectral region 300–350 nm, and
stimulated emission is recognized in a range from
430 to 700 nm.

Ž .At early time, before 100 fs frames a and c ,
major spectral evolution occurs for stimulated emis-
sion which shifts to the red. The time scale of this
shift is less than 100 fs, i.e. consistent with solvation

w x w xin water 25 and acetonitrile 26,27 . Thus the early
evolution may be interpreted as reflecting mainly
solvation processes.

ŽFor longer delays, between 100 fs and 1 ps frames
.b and d , the ESA and SE band decay simultane-

ously indicating internal conversion to the ground

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Transient absorption spectra of PNA in acetonitrile a and b and in water c and d . Spectra a and c are given at 40, 60 an 80 fs
Ž . Ž .delays while b and d are at 100, 200, 300 and 1000 fs. Arrows indicate the evolution of the signal. ESA, excited-state absorption; SE,

stimulated emission; pump wavelength at 400 nm.
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electronic state. The characteristic time of internal
conversion t , measured from the decay of ESA, isic

250 fs in water and 400 fs in acetonitrile.
Lastly, Fig. 3a shows transient spectra of PNA in

water measured from 1 to 10 ps. We assign these
spectra to hot ground-state absorption overlapped

Ž .with the bleach band see Section 7 . The true hot
absorption spectra are obtained after bleach subtrac-
tion. When doing this we assume that the bleach
band reproduces the stationary absorption spectrum
of water in Fig. 1. The amplitude of bleach is
adjusted to be around 0.1 as is directly seen from the

Ž .transient spectrum at 100 fs Fig. 2d . The resulting

Ž .Fig. 3. a Transient absorption spectra of PNA in water at 1, 2, 3,
Ž .5, 10 ps; the signal decreases with time as indicated by arrows. b

Hot ground-state absorption spectra for the same delays recon-
Ž . Žstructed from the spectra in frame a by bleach subtraction see

.text .

hot ground-state spectra are displayed in Fig. 3b for
the same delays as the differential spectra in Fig. 3a.

For further analysis we introduce a band integral

dl
BI t , Dl s DOD t , l 1Ž . Ž . Ž .H

lDl

where Dl is the wavelength range over which the
integral is taken. This quantity is extremely useful in
transient absorption experiments with broad cover-
age such that it allows to monitor the full spectral
evolution. The integral calculated over an entire
band is insensitive to the spectral shift of the band. It
reflects population dynamics if oscillator strengths of

w xoptical transitions do not change 24 . Alternatively
for a constant population of the contributing elec-
tronic states, a change of the band integral signals
changes in oscillator strengths for optical transitions
from these states. Even for overlapping ESA and
bleach bands or overlapping ESA and SE, the appro-
priate band integral provides useful information. In
this case it remains to be proportional to the
excited-state population and to a difference in oscil-
lator strengths. Fig. 4a shows the evolution of two
band integrals for PNA in water, calculated for the

Ž .full spectral range 295–709 nm dashed line and for
Žthe red part of the spectrum, 430–709 nm solid

.line . We will discuss these integrals in Sections 6
and 7.

We examine now in more detail the spectral
evolution at early time. Let us start with acetonitrile
Ž .Fig. 2a,b . At 40 fs the stimulated emission band

Ž .has its maximum i.e. of negative DOD at 440 nm.
With increasing time the SE around 440 nm de-

Ž .creases while it increases at 600 nm Fig. 2a . After
Ž .100 fs Fig. 2b , two distinct maxima of the SE band

are observed: the first around 470 nm and the second
at 580 nm. When one keeps solvation as the only
cause for spectral changes, a hump between two
maxima must be assigned to excited-state absorption.
Similarly, another small hump in the bleach region,
at 400 nm, is also due to ESA. With this treatment,
the true maximum for SE, say at 100 fs and later, is
overlapped with ESA and should be located around
520 nm. This gives a maximum estimate for the
dynamic Stokes shift Dn f3500 cmy1.solv

Alternatively one may assume that the two max-
ima of SE correspond to different conformations of
PNA in the excited state. Similarly, a hump at 400
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. a Band integral BI calculated with Eq. 1 for the range
Ž . Ž295–709 nm dashed line and for the range 430–709 nm solid

.line . Early evolution is shown as insert. Regions I, II, III are
Ž .discussed in the text. b Normalized BI for 430–709 nm: circles,

experiment; dashed line, 1 exponential fit, solid line, power fit.

nm may correspond to two different conformations
in the ground state. Then the early spectral evolution,
between 40 and 80 fs, reflects two simultaneous
processes: solvation of the ‘locally’ excited molecu-
lar conformation, seen as a shift of the first SE band;
and ultrafast intramolecular rearrangement which re-
sults in appearance of the second SE band around
580 nm. In this case a minimum estimate for the
dynamic Stokes shift Dn , evaluated for the firstsolv

Ž . y1band at later time 490 nm is 2300 cm .
Ž .The spectral evolution in water Fig. 2c,d is

similar to that in acetonitrile, only the hump at 550

nm in the SE region is now less pronounced. Again
two treatments are possible. For example, washing
out the spectral hump at 400 nm in the bleachrESA

Ž .region Fig. 2d may be explained by a decrease of
ESA due to internal conversion or it may be assigned
to conformational relaxation in the ground state.
Since the SE band is very broad, the dynamic Stokes

Ž .shift from 470 to 580 nm can be evaluated only
within the ‘pure solvation’ model giving Dn ssolv

4000 cmy1.

4. Solvatochromic and dynamic Stokes shift in a
continuum theory of solvation

Before we turn to semiempirical calculations,
consider the relation between the dynamic shift Dnsolv

of the SE band in a given solvent and the solva-
tochromic shift u of the stationary absorption bandt

between different solvents. In the dielectric contin-
w xuum theory 24 , assuming a solute to be a point

dipole, we have

23Dn s 2rhca m ym f ´ ,n 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .solv e g

Dn f 2rhca3 m m ym D f ´ ,n 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .abs g e g

ŽHere a is the Onsager cavity radius and fs ´y
. Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .1 r ´q2 y n y1 r n q2 is a measure of sol-

vent polarity, ´ and n being the dielectric constant
and refractive index. Let us compare these shifts

Žwhen going from cyclochexane to acetonitrile Fig.
. y1 Ž .1 . In this case D fs f , Dn s3500 cm , and 2abs

Ž .and 3 result in

Dn sDn P m rm y1 4Ž .Ž .solv abs e g

w xWith m s6 D and m s14 D 8,15,28 , one calcu-g e

lates an expected dynamic Stokes shift in acetonitrile
Dn s4670 cmy1. This value exceeds both experi-solv

mental estimates for the Stokes shift obtained above.
However, because of better agreement with the esti-
mate of 3500 cmy1 for the shift, it supports to some
extent ‘pure solvation’ assignment of the early spec-
tral evolution.

Another important quantity related to the dynamic
shift Dn is the width of absorption spectra associ-solv

w xated with solvation 26

G s2.355 Dn PkT 5Ž .(solv solv
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In acetonitrile at room temperature we observed
Dn s3500 cmy1 and obtain G s1970 cmy1.solv solv

Now assume that the full spectral width can be
2 2(expressed as Gs G qG where G denotessolv intr intr

intramolecular contributions. Since Gs4850 cmy1

from PNA absorption in acetonitrile, one obtains
G s4430 cmy1. In turn G contains broadeningintr intr

from the vibronic manifold of the electronically ex-
Ž .cited state s and that kind of broadening which may

be called conformational broadening, when the elec-
tronic transition energy depends on the molecular
geometry of the ground state. As will be shown in
the next section, the latter contribution is large for
PNA. Conformational effects may explain narrowing
of the absorption band when going from nonpolar to
polar solvents by a stabilization of an optimal molec-
ular configuration.

5. Semiempirical calculations

Ž .SAM1 calculations AMPAC 6.02 were per-
formed on the PNA molecule imbedded in highly

Ž w x.polar solvents details are reported in Ref. 29 .
Solvent effects are taken into account with the con-

Ž . w xductor-like screening model COSMO 30 . In this
model, acetonitrile and water are nearly indistin-
guishable because specific solvation effects in water
are not considered. Molecular properties of PNA are
calculated depending on the twisting angle f of thet

–NO group and on the wagging angle f of the2 w

–NH group. Among the coordinates examined, these2

two angles are found to constitute the reaction coor-
dinates for relaxation of PNA after photo-excitation.

Calculations are performed both for the ground
state g and excited state e of PNA. They consist of

Ž .closed shell for e, open shell self-consistent field

calculations followed by configuration interaction.
Results for the heat of formation H, static dipole
moment m, energy of electronic transitions E and
oscillator strength f are collected in Table 1 and in
Fig. 5. Table 1 contains values for the fully relaxed
molecular geometry, and Fig. 5 shows their depen-
dence on f or f while all other coordinates aret w

allowed to relax.
When presenting results on the excited electronic

Ž .state for given angle f or f we distinguisht w

between relaxed and nonrelaxed nuclear configura-
tions. The relaxed configuration corresponds, as
usual, to the energy minimum – with respect to the
remaining molecular coordinates and solvation – of
the excited electronic state. Properties for the nonre-
laxed configuration are calculated at the relaxed
ground-state geometry for the given angle, but with
solvation in the excited state. Nonrelaxed values are

ŽX.marked by a superscript .

5.1. Ground state properties

PNA in the ground state is nearly flat. A global
minimum for the ground-state heat of formation Hg

is found when –NO is coplanar with the benzene2
Ž . Ž .ring f s08 and –NH is wagged f s208 butt 2 w

not twisted. A lowest vibrational frequency of f20
cmy1 is calculated for twisting of –NO . The poten-2

tial energy in this direction is almost flat and –NO2
Ž .can rotate nearly freely Fig. 5a . The –NH move-2

Žment at room temperature is mainly wagging Fig.
. y15b with frequency of 360 cm . Optical absorption

corresponds to the S §S transition; the calculated1 0

transition energy E s3.8 eV and oscillator strengthge

f s0.31 at the global minimum are in reasonablege
Ž w x.agreement with experiment 3.4 eV and 0.32 31 .

E depends strongly on f and f as is also shownge t w

Table 1
Ž .Heat of formation H relative to the ground state , dipole moment m, transition energy E, oscillator strength f for the relaxed ground g and

excited e state; m, n, higher excited states; f and f , equilibrium twisting and wagging angle of –NO and –NH , respectivelyt w 2 2

Ž . Ž .H m E f f NO f NHt 2 w 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .kcalrmol D eV degrees degrees

Ground g 0 8.8 E s3.84 f s0.31 0 21.5ge ge

Excited e 34.8 15.7 E s0.0 f s0.0 75 0eg eg

E s2.4 f s0.0em em

E s4.7 f s0.2en en
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Fig. 5. Results of semiempirical calculations on PNA in water. Heat formation H, transition energy E, static dipole moment m, and
oscillator strength f are shown as functions of twisting angle u of –NO and of wagging angle u of –NH . Subscripts g and e refer to thet 2 w 2

ground and excited state, m and n to higher electronic states. Solid symbols refer to relaxed and open symbols to nonrelaxed configurations
Ž . ŽX .see text . Nonrelaxed parameters are marked by a superscript . ESA, excited-state absorption; SE, stimulated emission.
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Ž . Žin Fig. 5a,b. The oscillator strength f f , f notge t w
.shown decreases with an increase of both angles but

stays )0.16 for f , f -408. Taken together witht w

the thermal distributions of f and f in the groundt w

state, we deduce a conformational broadening of the
Ž y1 .optical absorption band of 0.5 eV f4000 cm .

Conformational broadening should therefore domi-
nate the intramolecular bandwidth G s4430 cmy1

intr

which was estimated in Section 4.

5.2. Excited state properties

After photo-excitation the PNA molecule acquires
a geometry which differs considerably from that in
the ground state. Now a minimum for the heat of
formation H is found when –NO is twisted bye 2

f f758 and –NH is coplanar with the benzenet 2
Ž .ring f f08 . The dependence of H on f and fw e t w

is shown in Fig. 5c,d. Charge transfer from –NH to2

–NO changes the geometries of these groups and2

their mobilities: –NO becomes more located in a2

plane perpendicularly to the benzene ring while
–NH now wags around a planar conformation. The2

relaxed transition energy E for stimulated emissioneg
Ž . Xsee Fig. 5e is shown as solid circles while Eeg
Ž .open circles corresponds to the nonrelaxed case.

Ž X . Ž y1 .The difference E yE f0.4 eV 3000 cm iseg eg

essentially the sum of intramolecular reorganization
energies in e and g which comes from all degrees of
freedom except the –NO twisting coordinate. Note2

also in Fig. 5e that E decreases with increasing feg t

and turns to zero at f f608. At this point thet

excited and ground electronic states are isoenergetic,
vibronic coupling therefore become resonant, thus
opening channels to internal conversion.

Ž .The calculated value E s2 eV 620 nm for theeg

stimulated emission band differs from the experi-
mental one, 520 nm in acetonitrile and 570 nm in
water. Better agreement is found for excited-state

Ž .absorption. Here calculated E s4 eV 305 nmen

compares well with the experimental value of 310
nm. Note that for ESA, the transition energy Een
Ž . Ž .Fig. 5e and oscillator strength f Fig. 5g areen

nearly independent on –NO twisting while for SE2

both E and f decrease with increasing f . Aseg eg t
Ž .concerns the wagging angle f , both E f andw eg w

Ž .f f equal zero for the relaxed excited-state ge-eg w

ometry with f s758. Therefore these quantities aret

shown only for nonrelaxed case in Fig. 5f,h.

6. Interpretation of the spectral evolution before 1
ps

With the results from the previous two sections
the early spectral evolution can be treated as follows.
Femtosecond optical excitation of PNA results in a
nonequilibrium excited state which relaxes in several
stages. The fastest process develops on a 10 fs time
scale and corresponds to intramolecular vibrational

w xrelaxation of high frequency modes 26,32,33 . This
process is not resolved in our transient spectra but
may be behind an initial red shift of the SE band
Ž .peaked at 440 nm for acetonitrile from the excita-

Ž .tion wavelength at 400 nm Fig. 2a . This shift of
2300 cmy1 agrees reasonably with the calculated
reorganization energy for coordinates other than

Ž X . y1–NO twisting, E yE f3000 cm .2 eg eg

The next process, on a 100 fs time scale, corre-
sponds to solvation and is seen as the dynamic
Stokes shift of the SE band. We assume that PNA
experiences no intramolecular changes during this
process. Therefore all spectral features observed in
Fig. 2a,c, such as the hump around 540 nm, are
assigned to excited-state absorption. Our calculations

Žindeed predict an ESA band at 2 eV 620 nm, E inem
.Fig. 5f with a small oscillator strength f s0.05em

Ž .Fig. 5h .
Intramolecular charge transfer and internal con-

version are accessed by twisting of –NO when it is2

driven to a new equilibrium around f s758. Thist
Ž .happens roughly between 100 fs and 1 ps Fig. 2b,d

and is recognized by the simultaneous decay of the
ESA and SE band. In fact, the decay times for ESA
and SE are different. The difference in the two
decays is especially pronounced when comparing the

Ž .transient spectra at 100 and 200 fs Fig. 2b,d .
During this time interval, a small change in excited-
state absorption is accompanied by considerable de-
cay of stimulated emission. Numerically the decay
times in water are 250 fs for ESA and 120 fs for SE.
In acetonitrile the difference is even larger: 400 and
140 fs. This difference allows the distinction of two
processes: twisting of –NO connected to intra-2

molecular CT, and internal conversion. As follows
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from Fig. 5g, the oscillator strength f for ESA isen

nearly independent on f while f for SE rapidlyt eg

decreases with increasing f . Therefore the experi-t

mentally observed decay of the ESA band can be
directly related to depopulation of the excited state
due to internal conversion. For stimulated emission,
the decay must be faster because the decrease of feg
Ž .Fig. 5g gives an additional contribution. Thus the
decay of SE characterizes the twisting process while
the decay of ESA reflects the internal conversion.

An estimate for the time t of –NO twisting mayt 2
Ž .be obtained from the calculated dependence H fe t

in Fig. 5c. Neglecting friction, one can write

d2ut
J sM2d t

where Js6=10y39 g cm2 is the moment of inertia
of –NO , and M is the torque which is taken as2

constant in the range 308-f -708. Then witht
Ž Ž . Ž .. y12 2 y2Ms H 308 yH 708 r408s10 g cm se e

one obtains t s100 fs. This is in good agreementt

with the measured relaxation time of stimulated
emission in both liquids.

Interestingly, the essential features of the spectral
evolution discussed above are reflected in the behav-

Ž .ior of the full band integral dashed line in Fig. 4a.
Here a fast initial decay between 100 and 200 fs
Ž .region I, see insert corresponds to –NO twisting.2

It is followed by a slower decay with t f200 fsic
Ž .region II which corresponds to internal conversion.

Ž .After 1 ps region III , the full band integral is close
to zero. This region will be discussed in the next
section.

7. Cooling

The spectral evolution from 1 to 10 ps has been
already assigned to cooling of hot PNA molecules in
the ground state by the solvent. One argument for
this assignment is that reconstructed ground-state
spectra in Fig. 3b look like expected hot absorption
spectra – they are broadened and shifted to the red.
Additionally, our semiempirical calculations do not
predict absorbing states with a significant oscillator
strength after –NO twisting.2

Nevertheless imagine for a moment that photo-ex-
cited PNA molecule relaxes to an intermediate elec-
tronic state. Then the spectral evolution in Fig. 3a
can be treated as internal conversion from this inter-
mediate to the ground state, an exponential decay
being expected for the band peaked at 450 nm. We
have checked this assumption by calculating the

Ž .associated band integral from 430 to 709 nm which
characterizes the decay of the band. The behavior of
this band integral is shown in Fig. 4b on a logarith-
mic scale and is clearly non-exponential. Another
argument against an intermediate state comes from
the evolution of the full band integral. As was al-
ready mentioned, this integral reaches zero at a

Ž .relatively early time of 1 ps Fig. 4a although the
spectral evolution is by no means finished. Therefore
the oscillator strengths for transitions emanating from
the intermediate are required to balance those for the
ground state – which is unlikely. On the other hand
the condition that the band integral vanishes follows
directly from the ‘hot absorption’ hypothesis. Heat-
ing of a molecule broadens its absorption spectrum
and shifts it to the red but does not change, to a first
approximation, the oscillator strength. Therefore the
band integral calculated for the sum of this hot
spectrum and of corresponding bleach must be zero.
We would like to stress this criteria: turning the full
band integral to zero can be considered as a strong
indication of hot ground-state absorption. On this
basis we conclude that the spectral evolution be-
tween 1 and 10 ps does reflect the cooling of PNA
molecules.

We now try to describe the cooling process quan-
titatively. For this we use the band integral discussed
above, for the spectral range 430–709 nm. As seen
from Fig. 3, this region most prominently reflects
changes in the molecular temperature T. We further
assume that the red shift and broadening of the hot
spectra depend linearly on T. Then the band integral
shown in Fig. 4b will be proportional to the tempera-
ture of PNA molecules. Linear dependence of the
absorption coefficient on molecular temperature was
found, for example, for azulene in solution over a
range of frequencies in the red wing of the absorp-

w xtion spectrum 20 . To determine the absolute value
of T , we measured the stationary absorption spec-
trum of PNA in water at 908C and compared it to the
transient spectra in Fig. 3b. Good correspondence
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was found for the spectrum at 4 ps. With Ts360 K
at 4 ps, the dependence in Fig. 4b results in a
temperature of 800%900 K at 1 ps. The temperature
at earlier time is estimated from the energy dE
deposited to the ground state. It can be expressed as

dEshcP n yDn 6Ž . Ž .ex solv

here n s25 000 cmy1 is the excitation frequency,ex

and Dn s4000 cmy1 for water is the energysolv

transferred directly to the solvent. With the heat
capacity of PNA molecule from the calculated vibra-

Ž .tional spectrum, Eq. 6 gives for the initial tempera-
ture T s1400"50 K.0

The cooling dynamics, as is reflected by the
behavior of the band integral in Fig. 4b, may be
characterized by two kinds of fitting. At early time

Žbetween 1 and 3 ps, the decay is exponential dashed
.line in Fig. 4b with a characteristic time of 1.3 ps.

At longer delays, after 3 ps, the behavior is clearly
nonexponential, instead it satisfies a power depen-

wŽ . xy3r2 Ž .dence ty t rt solid line with t s0.8 ps0 0

and ts0.85 ps. Interestingly this dependence is
predicted by the Fourier heat conductivity equation

w xfor a point and instantaneous source of heat 34 . The
applicability of the Fourier equation will not be
discussed in this Letter. Here we only point out that
the observed heat transfer is extremely fast, a charac-
teristic time being roughly of 1 ps. This is one order
of magnitude faster than, for example, cooling of

w xazulene in acetonitrile 20 . A major reason for such
a difference lies to our opinion in very different

w xsolute–solvent coupling 35 . Azulene is practically
nonpolar and therefore interacts weakly with a bath.
In contrast PNA is highly polar, its interaction with
polar environment is much stronger that results in
the observed acceleration of the cooling process.

8. Conclusion

We summarize briefly the results of this Letter.
PNA in polar solutions was studied experimentally,
by stationary and transient absorption spectroscopy,
and theoretically with semiempirical calculations.
Stationary absorption spectra of PNA are affected by
the ground-state molecular geometry, namely they
depend on the twisting angle of the –NO group and2

on the wagging angle of the –NH group. –NO2 2

rotates nearly freely in the ground state but it is
oriented perpendicularly to the benzene ring in the
excited electronic state.

The relaxation of the PNA molecule after photo-
excitation is initiated by the twist of –NO to a new2

equilibrium position. We studied this process with
broadband transient absorption spectroscopy which
allows to observe the complete spectral evolution of
the pump–probe signal. The relaxation develops as

Ž .follows. i High frequency vibrational modes of
Ž .PNA relax on a 10 fs time scale. ii Solvation in

Ž .water and acetonitrile is finished before 100 fs. iii
–NO experiences twisting with 120 fs in water and2

Ž .with 140 fs in acetonitrile. iv Internal conversion
initiated by –NO twisting occurs with a time con-2

stant of 250 fs in water and of 400 fs in acetonitrile.
Ž .v The hot ground state created by internal conver-
sion cools down with ca. 1 ps both in water and
acetonitrile.
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